
CHECKRA1N 4 TVOS
NITOTV IN ASSOCIATION WITH GUARDIAN PRESENTS

#OBTS



INTRODUCTION - WHO IS THIS GUY?

▸ GIT major (no not THAT git) turned 
developer / reverse engineer 

▸ Started hacking AppleTV's around 2008 in 
#awkwardtv on irc.moofspeak.net  

▸ Joined chronic dev in 2010 when AppleTV 
2 was introduced 

▸ iOS developer at Guardian

▸ Run nitoTV tvOS App store with fellow cdev/sudoer @jaywalker 

▸ Many projects in the works prior to release of Checkm8

KEVIN BRADLEY AKA NITOTV

http://irc.moofspeak.net


BACKGROUND

PROJECTS BEFORE CHECKM8 IS RELEASED



BACKGROUND

SEPTEMBER 2018

▸ While working on nitoTV store (App Store for tvOS), decided I needed 
something exciting to launch with it. 

▸ Start working on 'untitled controller project' (becomes nControl) 

▸ Aiming to be a native version of 'controllers 4 all' 

▸ PS4 / Xbox One controller support targeted for modern jailbreaks 

▸ Investigate updating BTStack but realize BTStack breaks Siri Remote 



BACKGROUND

MARCH 2019

▸ 3.25.19 Apple announces Apple Arcade and sherlocks nControl 

▸ Devastated, felt my store's launch would be underwhelming

▸ 3.15.19 nControl tvOS soft release / iOS full release 

▸ Essentially native / revamped controllers 4 all 

▸ PS4/Xbox One support+ for tvOS, iOS, macOS 

▸ Supports a variety of other wireless & wired controllers 

▸ more info at wiki.awkwardtv.org/wiki/NControl

http://wiki.awkwardtv.org/wiki/NControl


BACKGROUND

JULY 2019

‣ Looking for ways to impress with nControl again.... 

‣ Start implementing MFI support into PUBG in PUBC 

‣ PUBC is insanely popular, adapt other games. 

‣ Mobile Legends, FIFA & Pro Evolution Soccer 2019 covered



BACKGROUND

AUGUST 2019

nito.tv store launches, first ever tvOS jailbreak App Store  

  Introductory blog post available here: 

 https://sciencography.tumblr.com/post/187244563802/growup

http://nito.tv
https://sciencography.tumblr.com/post/187244563802/growup




BACKGROUND

NITO.TV STORE

▸ nControl only product (for now)  

▸ Requires Amazon initially  

▸  PayPal support is now live! 

▸ Will support other developers selling products very soon





CHECKM8 RELEASED

CHECKM8 RELEASED 



CHECKM8 RELEASED

LATE SEPTEMBER

▸ September 27th, 2019 checkm8/ipwndfu released by @axi0mX 

▸ There has not been an exploit like this in 10 years (limera1n, SHAtter) 

▸ Permanent unpatchable bootrom exploit for hundreds of millions of *OS devices 

▸ Allows dumping SecureROM, decrypting keybags for iOS firmware, and demoting 
device for JTAG 

▸ AppleTV 3-5 covered for life, however, not all initially supported by checkm8 / ipwndfu 

▸ SoC support: s5l8947x, s5l8950x, s5l8955x, s5l8960x, t8002, t8004, t8010, t8011, t8015

https://github.com/axi0mX/ipwndfu


CHECKM8 RELEASED

LATE SEPTEMBER

▸ While iOS community buzzing about SecureROM exploit 

▸ Happen to Discover 'hidden' AirDrop implementation in tvOS 

▸ Released Breezy + Ethereal (partial AirDrop support) 

▸ Updating chimera & electra to catch up to speed w/ iOS versions





CHECKM8 INTO CHECKRA1N

CHECKRA1N DEVELOPMENT



CHECKM8 INTO CHECKRA1N

OCTOBER 2019

▸ iOS Jailbreak using checkm8 is in the works.  

▸ @qwerty, @axi0mX et al start the project 

▸ mainly debugging in early stages 

▸ debugging on tvOS 13 was challenging

argp, axi0mx, 
danyl931, jaywalker, 

kirb, littlelailo, 
nitoTV, 

never_released, 
nullpixel, pimskeks, 

qwertyoruiop, 
sbingner, siguza



EARLY DEBUGGING - SERIOUSLY...



CHECKM8 INTO CHECKRA1N

TVOS CHALLENGE ACCEPTED



TVOS CHALLENGES

▸ 'sysstatuscheck' is missing from tvOS, causing crashes 

▸ strict architecture checks causing more baffling launchd crashes 

▸ framebuffer (sic) size, screen size would truncate the text 

▸ no serial / JTAG debugging available (for 4th gen) 

▸ no HDMI monitor (yet!) was filming output from the tv!

CHECKM8 INTO CHECKRA1N



EARLY DEBUGGING - POST TV...



CHECKM8 INTO CHECKRA1N

TVOS CHALLENGES CONTINUED

▸ tvOS specific loader creation 

▸ no need to select multiple package managers 

▸ different payload (doesn't REQUIRE diff loader, still notable) 

▸ unique post installation flow 

▸ includes a control center widget (13+) for easier loader access 

▸ no icons on home screen without code injection (uicache deficiency) 

▸ iOS / tvOS always require separate build at very least



CONTROL CENTER WIDGET



CONTROL CENTER WIDGET IMPLEMENTATION



CHECKM8 INTO CHECKRA1N

TVOS LOADER DIFFERENCES

‣ tvOS loader flavor installed with SBAppTags key: 'hidden' 

‣ Allows loading application without additional checks visible apps undergo





CHECKM8 INTO CHECKRA1N

TVOS CHALLENGES CONTINUED

▸ tvOS uicache obstacles 

▸ (still) requires code injection 

▸ app loading changed in 13.x



UICACHE FOR TVOS



▸ 13+ no easy code injection in early stages, used bootstrapping w/ substitute
TVOS CHALLENGES CONTINUED



CHECKM8 INTO CHECKRA1N

TVOS CHALLENGES CONTINUED

▸ 10.16.19 - checkra1n works on AppleTV 4 

▸ 10.17.19 -  Tease special pins on the 4K  

▸ 10.22.19 - first successful "diags" on the 4K 

▸ iBoot output, no serial yet 

▸ 10.30.19 - First code injection achieved on tvOS 13

https://twitter.com/nitoTV/status/1184908719781376001?s=20
https://twitter.com/nitoTV/status/1189655447935971328


CHECKM8 INTO CHECKRA1N

TVOS CHALLENGES CONTINUED

▸ Goal is DFU, Menu+Play/Pause not working 

▸ Verify [redacted] can see device in Recovery mode on 4K 

▸ Bootloop achieved + [redacted] verifies DFU mode works

▸ 10.24.19 - Alleged sand NAND  

incident supposedly occurs



#sandnandgang

redsn0w 0.9.15b1



HAVE A LITTLE FUN W/ @RADIAN ON TWITTER 



"Diags"



CHECKRA1N SUCCESS!

It Me! 



4K INTROSPECTION 

CHECKRA1N 4K EDITION..WITH HELP! 

@LITTLESTEVE OF GUARDIAN



4K INTROSPECTION 

TVOS 4K CHALLENGES

▸ 11.8.19 - @littlesteve achieves DFU + first checkra1n tvOS 4K jailbreak 

▸ 11.17.19 @littlesteve spills the beans on the ethernet trapdoor on the 4K 

https://twitter.com/littlesteve/status/1193022654841647104?s=20
https://twitter.com/littlesteve/status/1184961398146650112?s=20


4K BREAKOUT BOARD



4K INTROSPECTION

4K BEDLAM

▸ USB Wired and working without [redacted] but suffers same failure to enter DFU. 

▸ First forced DFU entry perfect for experimentation, illegitimate for tvOS boots. 

▸ Third time's a charm. Holding PCIe reset on NVMe enters usable DFU with no 
side effects. 

▸ Discovered debug serial port on testpoints. 

▸ Further hardware exploration a topic for another day  

▸ Keep your eyes on guardianapp.com for more!

http://guardianapp.com


THE RENAISSANCE

AFTERMATH

▸ Consumed with tvOS 13 support, so many new things!! 

▸ Grappled with substitute / substrate issues between both jailbreaks (chimera/
checkra1n) 

▸ "Forces" repository split for checkra1n / tvOS in nitoTV 

▸ No 'proper' way for code injection with substitute in checkra1n / tvOS 13 

▸ Started work on migrating away from maintaining apt/dpkg for Elucubratus 



THE RENAISSANCE

AFTERMATH

▸ @sparkdev_ & @iKilledAppl3 make a huge splash 

▸ SnowBoard TV (theming on tvOS! first ever!) 

▸ AirDrop updates & improvements - feature parity with iOS & tvOS 

▸ Update nitoTV + Breezy + ReProvisionTV, Ethereal etc.. 

▸ Planning on free tvOS development class in 2020 

▸ HarlemShakeTV only a demo can explain! 







THANK YOU!

QUESTIONS??

Resources: tvOS Blog Post https://sciencography.tumblr.com/post/187244563802/growup

@nitotv

Got ideas? Contact me! 
Email: Kevin.Bradley@guardianapp.com

https://github.com/Lechium

https://git.nito.tv

#OBTS

https://sciencography.tumblr.com/post/187244563802/growup
mailto:Kevin.Bradley@guardianapp.com
https://github.com/Lechium
https://git.nito.tv

